This paper is concerned with the uniqueness of inverse acoustic scattering problem for cavities with the modulus of the near-fields. With the aid of the reference ball technique and the superpositions of two point sources as the incident waves, we rigorously prove that the location and shape of the cavity as well as its boundary condition can be uniquely determined by the modulus of near-fields at an admissible surface. To our knowledge, this is the first uniqueness result in inverse cavity scattering problems with phaseless near-field data. In this paper, we make use of the phaseless near-field data incurred by the cavity and the point sources, and thus the configuration is more feasible in practice.
Introduction
The inverse obstacle scattering problems are of significant importance in diverse areas of sciences and technology such as non-destructive testing, radar sensing, sonar detection and biomedical imaging (see, e.g. [12] ), which are typical exterior inverse scattering problems. However, the interior inverse scattering problems for determining the shape of cavities arise in many practical applications of radar sensing and non-destructive testing (see, e.g. [19, 41] ). In contrast to the typical exterior inverse scattering problems, the interior inverse scattering problems are more complicated to some extent due to the repeated reflections of the scattered waves, and some mathematical studies have been made. In [41, 55, 32] , the uniqueness of the inverse cavity scattering with the Dirichlet boundary condition has been established. For the the impedance boundary condition and the mixed boundary condition, the uniqueness results have been given in [42, 32] and [15] , respectively. In [43] , the authors proposed the method of adding an artificial obstacle to avoid the interior eigenvalues and gave a new proof for the uniqueness of the inverse problems. There have also been some numerical reconstruction algorithms for solving the inverse cavity problems. We refer to [41, 42, 15, 54, 40, 55, 32, 46] for the linear sampling method, the regularized Newton iterative method, the decomposition method, the factorization method and the reciprocity gap functional method.
The above theories and numerical methods are based on the full data (both the intensity and phase). However, in many situations, one can measure only the intensity/magnitude of the data, which leads to the study of inverse scattering problems with phaseless or intensity-only data.
The exterior inverse scattering problems with phaseless near-field data have been studied numerically (see, e.g. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 34, 35, 39, 44] ), and few results have been done on the theory of uniqueness for the inverse scattering problems. A recent result on uniqueness in [23] was related to the reconstruction of a potential with the phaseless near-field data for point sources on a spherical surface and an interval of wave-numbers, which was extended in [24] for determining the wave speed in generalized 3-D Helmholtz equation. The uniqueness of a coefficient inverse scattering problem with phaseless near-field data has been established in [26] . We also refer to [25, 37, 38] for some recovery algorithms for the inverse medium scattering problems with phaseless near-field data. The stability analysis for linearized near-field phase retrieval in X-ray phase contrast imaging can be found in [36] .
For exterior inverse scattering problems with phaseless far-field data, several uniqueness results have been established. With a priori information, uniqueness on determining the radius of a sound-soft ball was given in [33] . A method of superposition of incident waves was proposed in [49] , which led to the multifrequency Newton iteration algorithm [49, 50] and the fast imaging algorithm [51] . Moreover, uniqueness results were established in [47] under some a priori assumptions. Recently, the idea of resorting to the reference ball technique (see, e.g. [9, 10, 31] ) in phaseless inverse scattering problems was proposed by Zhang and Guo in [52] , and the uniqueness results were established by utilizing the reference ball technique in conjunction with the superposition of incident waves. With the aid of the reference ball technique, the a priori assumptions in [47] can be removed, see [48] for the details. Similar strategies of adding reference objects or sources to the scattering system for different models of phaseless inverse scattering problems can be found in [13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 53] . For the numerical algorithms for the shape reconstruction from phaseless data, we refer to [1, 2, 7, 16, 17, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 45] .
In this paper, we consider the incident point sources and deal with the uniqueness issue concerning the inverse cavity scattering problems with phaseless total field data. We rigorously prove in this paper that the location and shape of the obstacle as well as its boundary condition can be uniquely determined by the modulus of total fields at an admissible surface. To the best of our knowledge, this is a first uniqueness result in inverse cavity scattering problems with phaseless near-field data. The main idea here is the utilization of the reference ball technique, superpositions of point sources, the reciprocity relations and the singularity of the total fields. We emphasize that the reference ball technique should be necessary for the phaseless inverse scattering problems for cavities owing to lack of the far-field pattern, and the reference ball can provide some information on the location of the cavity in devising effective numerical inversion schemes in comparison with the exterior inverse scattering problems (see, e.g. [13] ), which will be our future work.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In the next section, we present an introduction to the model problem. Section 3 is devoted to the uniqueness results on phaseless inverse cavity scattering problem.
Problem setting
We begin this section with the precise formulations of the model cavity scattering problem. Assume D ⊂ R 3 is an open and simply connected domain with C 2 boundary ∂D. Denote by u i the incident field. Then, the interior scattering problem for cavities can be formulated as: to find the scattered field u s which satisfies the following boundary value problem:
where u = u i + u s denotes the total field and k > 0 is the wavenumber. Here B in (2) is the boundary operator defined by
for a sound-soft cavity,
where ν is the unit outward normal to ∂D, and λ ∈ C(∂D) is the impedance function satisfying ℑ(λ) ≥ 0. This boundary condition (3) covers the Dirichlet/soundsoft boundary condition, the Neumann/sound-hard boundary condition (λ = 0), and the impedance boundary condition (λ = 0). The existence of a solution to the direct scattering problem (1)- (2) is well known (see, e.g. [3, 11, 12] ). Now, we turn to introducing the interior inverse scattering problem for incident point sources with limited-aperture phaseless near-field data. To this end, we first introduce a reference ball B as an extra artificial object to the scattering system such that B ⊂⊂ D with the impedance boundary condition
where λ 0 is a positive constant, and the following definition of admissible surfaces.
Definition 2.1 (Admissible surface
). An open surface Γ is called an admissible surface with respect to domain Ω if (i) Ω ⊂ R 3 \D is bounded and simply-connected; (ii) ∂Ω is analytic homeomorphic to S 2 ; (iii) k 2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of −∆ in Ω; (iv) Γ ⊂ ∂Ω is a two-dimensional analytic manifold with nonvanishing measure.
Remark 2.1. The artificial obstacle with impedance boundary condition (4) can also be founded in [43] to remove the interior eigenvalues for the direct scattering problems and the reference ball technique has been used in [31, 9, 10] for the exterior inverse scattering problems. Remark 2.2. We would like to point out that this requirement for the admissibility of Γ is quite mild and thus can be easily fulfilled. For instance, Ω can be chosen as a ball whose radius is less than π/k and Γ is chosen as an arbitrary corresponding semisphere.
For a generic point z ∈ D\B, the incident field u i due to the point source located at z is given by
which is also known as the fundamental solution to the Helmholtz equation. Denote by u s (x, z) the near-field generated by D and B corresponding to the incident field u i (x, z). Let u(x, z) = u s (x, z) + u i (x, z), x ∈ D\(B ∪ {z}) be the total field.
For two generic and distinct source points z 1 , z 2 ∈ D\B, we denote by
the superposition of these point sources. Then, by the linearity of direct scattering problem, the near-field co-produced by D, B and the incident wave u i (x; z 1 , z 2 ) is given by
With these preparations, we formulate the phaseless inverse scattering problems as the following.
Problem 2.1 (Phaseless inverse scattering).
Let D be the impenetrable cavity with boundary condition B. Assume that Γ and Σ are admissible surfaces with respect to Ω and G, respectively, such that Ω ⊂⊂ G and G ⊂⊂ D\B. Given the phaseless near-field data {|u(x, z 0 )| : x ∈ Σ}, {|u(x, z)| : x ∈ Σ, z ∈ Γ}, {|u(x, z 0 ) + u(x, z)| : x ∈ Σ, z ∈ Γ} for a fixed wavenumber k > 0 and a fixed z 0 ∈ D\(B ∪ Γ ∪ Σ), determine the location and shape ∂D as well as the boundary condition B for the cavity.
We refer to Figure 1 for an illustration of the geometry setting of Problem 2.1. The uniqueness of this problem will be analyzed in the next section.
Uniqueness for the phaseless inverse scattering
Now we present the uniqueness results on phaseless inverse scattering. The following theorem shows that Problem 2.1 admits a unique solution, namely, the geometrical and physical information of the scatterer boundary can be simultaneously and uniquely determined from the modulus of near-fields.
Theorem 3.1. Let D 1 and D 2 be two impenetrable cavities with boundary conditions B 1 and B 2 , respectively. Assume that Γ and Σ are admissible surfaces with respect to Ω and G, respectively, such that Ω ⊂⊂ G and G ⊂⊂ (D 1 ∩D 2 )\B.
Suppose that the corresponding near-fields satisfy that and
Proof. From (6), (7) and (8), we have for all
where the overline denotes the complex conjugate. According to (6) and (7), we denote
Since Σ is an admissible surface of G, by definition 2.1 and the analyticity of u j (x, z) with respect to x, we have s(x, z) ≡ 0 for x ∈ Σ, z ∈ Γ. Further, the continuity yields that there exists open setsΣ ⊂ Σ and Γ 0 ⊂ Γ such that s(x, z) = 0, ∀(x, z) ∈Σ × Γ 0 . Similarly, we have r(x, z 0 ) ≡ 0 onΣ. Again, the continuity leads to r(x, z 0 ) = 0 on an open set Σ 0 ⊂Σ. Therefore, we have r(x, z 0 ) = 0, s(x, z) = 0, ∀(x, z) ∈ Σ 0 × Γ 0 . In addition, taking (9) into account, we derive that
Hence, either
holds with some m ∈ Z.
First, we shall consider the case (10) . Since z 0 is fixed, let us define γ(x) := α 1 (x, z 0 )−α 2 (x, z 0 )−2mπ for x ∈ Σ 0 , and then, we deduce for all (x, z) ∈ Σ 0 ×Γ 0
From the reciprocity relation [43, Theorem 2.1] for point sources, we have
Then, for every x ∈ Σ 0 , by using the analyticity of u j (z, x)(j = 1, 2) with respect to z, we have
By the assumption of Ω that k 2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of −∆ in Ω, we find w = 0 in Ω. Now, the analyticity of u j (z, x)(j = 1, 2) with respect to z yields
i.e., for all z ∈ D 0 \(B ∪ {x}),
By the Green's formula [12, Theorem 2.5], one can readily deduce that u s j (z, x) is bounded for z ∈ D j \B (j = 1, 2), which, together with (12), implies that (1 − e iγ(x) )Φ(z, x) is bounded for z ∈ D 0 \(B ∪ {x}). Hence, by letting z → x, we obtain e iγ(x) = 1, and again the reciprocity relation [43, Theorem 2.1] leads to u
Next we are going to show that the case (11) does not hold. Suppose that (11) is true, then following a similar argument, we see that for every x ∈ Σ 0 , there exists η(x) such that u 1 (z, x) = e iη(x) u 2 (z, x) for all z ∈ D 0 \(B ∪ {x}), i.e. Then, from the boundedness of u s j (z, x), it can be seen that Φ(z, x)−e iη(x) Φ(z, x) is bounded for all z ∈ D 0 \(B ∪ {x}). Since Φ(z, x) − e iη(x) Φ(z, x) = 1 − e iη(x) cos(k|z − x|) 4π|z − x| + i 1 + e iη(x) sin(k|z − x|) 4π|z − x| , by letting z → x, we deduce e iη(x) = 1, and thus, u 1 (z, x) = u 2 (z, x) for z ∈ D 0 \(B ∪ {x}). Further, by using the impedance boundary condition ∂uj (z,x) ∂ν + iλ 0 u j (z, x) = 0, z ∈ ∂B(j = 1, 2), we have ∂u 2 (z, x) ∂ν + iλ 0 u 2 (z, x) = ∂u 1 (z, x) ∂ν + iλ 0 u 1 (z, x) = 0, z ∈ ∂B, which yields ∂u 2 (z, x) ∂ν − iλ 0 u 2 (z, x) = 0, z ∈ ∂B.
This is a contradiction. Hence, the case (11) does not hold. Having verified (13), we complete our proof as the consequences of two existing uniqueness results, Theorem 2.1 in [41] and Theorem 3.1 in [42] .
Remark 3.1. We would like to point out that an analogous uniqueness result in two dimensions remains valid after appropriate modifications of the fundamental solution and the admissible surface. So we omit the 2D details.
